RASTRAC GPS Tracking and Fleet Management Solution Installed in Vehicles and Assets for Hidalgo County, Texas

RASTRAC is pleased to announce a further partnership with Hidalgo County, Texas to supply GPS tracking and remote asset management.

Austin, Texas (PRWEB) August 04, 2015 -- RASTRAC, a leader in GPS fleet tracking and remote asset management solutions for companies and municipalities of all sizes, recently completed a new deployment of RASTRAC, provider of GPS tracking software as a service (SaaS), for Hidalgo County in Texas. This deployment is part of a continued initiative within Hidalgo County.

RASTRAC understands the needs for municipalities with a large fleet of vehicles and assets and is a prime solution to deliver efficiency, safety, and provide more accountability.

“These units will be able to tell you the travel time from point A to point B. They’ll be able to tell you how much mileage that unit has put on within a certain period of time,” said Valde Guerra, Hidalgo County Executive Officer. “They’ll also be able to tell you whether or not your battery is low for whatever reason. It will give us reports. It will give us alerts, so again that was the primary reason.”

Guerra also mentioned that employee safety and accountability are priority for Hidalgo County: “The (employees) know at any given point in time we’ll be able to know where they went, where they were at or where they didn’t go. If they said they were going to go to location A, we’ll be able to track whether or not they went to location A.”

As of now, the county has almost 300 vehicles, trailers, and items of heavy equipment being monitored by RASTRAC. The county is planning to outfit additional assets in the very near future with RASTRAC.

For more information on RASTRAC, visit http://www.rastrac.com.

ABOUT RASTRAC:

RASTRAC (www.rastrac.com) is a leading GPS fleet tracking and remote asset management solution for companies of all sizes. Founded in 1993, RASTRAC has provided vehicle tracking solutions to companies all over the world to help them reduce their operating expenses. The GPS fleet tracking and remote asset management solutions offered can help reduce unnecessary costs on everything from excess fuel usage to costly vehicle breakdowns, and more. RASTRAC offers GPS tracking and fleet management solutions for mobile applications, as well as installed devices inside vehicles or assets.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.